
 

 

 

BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT 

“... writes with great honesty 

and vulnerability. The result? 

A captivating account that 

magnifies God's grace and 

teaches all of us the 

necessity of learning to trust 

the Lord again and again.  

Robert A. Peterson, 

Covenant Theological 

Seminary, St Louis, 

Missouri 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Twila Miles is an adoptive mother, author, and conference 

speaker. She and her husband, Jeff, live in Raleigh, North 

Carolina , with their five children. Their oldest child was 

adopted from Ukraine at the age of twelve. Understanding 

the challenges that often accompany an older-child 

adoption, Twila’s work focuses on offering gospel hope 

and encouragement to adoptive parents, family, and 

friends.   Follow Twila at MilesFamilyFun.blogspot.com  

and WhisperingGrace.blogspot.com  

Whispers of Hope is unique. It does not explain how to adopt a child, 

nor does it provide a comprehensive method for rearing an adopted 

child. Instead, this book offers something desperately needed in the 

adoption community: Hope for adoptive parents who are struggling 

more than they ever thought possible.  

 

Whispers of Hope gives encouragement, new perspective, and hope 

through Jesus Christ to the adoptive parents who feel like they are 

drowning and needing a life-line. 

 

“Twila's unique insight into the older child adoption journey and her 

application of scripture is an invaluable gift. In telling her story, Twila 

comes alongside others in their own stories, asking good and 

necessary questions that keep us seeking God's face at every turn.”  

 

Christa Wells, Singer/Songwriter, Raleigh, North Carolina 
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More from Christian Focus on adoption 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Christian Focus Publications, headquartered in Scotland, UK, 

publishes up to 80 titles each year with books also translated into 

over 80 languages. The market split for CFP books is 

approximately 50% USA, 30% UK and 20% rest of world (including 

exports to English-speaking nations and translations in other 

languages). 

 Christian Focus books are categorized in four focused imprints: 

“Christian Focus”—popular adult titles; “CF4K”—books for children; 

“Christian Heritage”—classics; and “Mentor”—academic. 

 

 

 

Designed as a practical resource for Christian families and 

churches, the book empowers and inspires Christians to reform 

international adoption and orphan care. In Defense of the 

Fatherless casts a powerful vision for the end of the orphan 

crisis, inviting Christians to protect and provide for orphans and 

widows in response to God's mercy. 

“Any couple thinking of adopting, any church wanting to be 

involved in solving this problem should read this book.”  

Mary Whelchel, Director of Women’s Ministries,  

The Moody Church, Chicago, Illinois 

  

“...will challenge, convict and fuel a conversation that is much 

needed today for the church to move forward in international 

adoption and orphan care passionately, wisely, and ethically.” 

 

Jason Kovacs, Co-founder of Together for Adoption,  

Austin, Texas 
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